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Look at the sky. We are not alone. The whole universe is friendly to us 
give the best to those who dream and work 

We pray the Almighty to rest the Departed  Soul rest in eternal peace.

Dear Friends, 

 

There is no consensus on what a retired person should

entire work years were only a ritual of unvarying actions find the sudden vacuum

with and spend all their time engaged in masterly inactivity, staring at the ceiling, minds emptied 

of every coherent thought. Continuing

solution- the solution is to explore other interests that may have lain dormant during their work 

years and which they can now indulge in. The man who has interests 

who is passionately interested in the world around him and the people in it can never be bored 
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with the so called inactivity of retirement. It is a calamity if you find that the only exciting thing 

you look forward to is the arrival of your pension. Of course, in our Government Offices, such is 

our work ethics that you can hardly tell the difference when someone retires. Government Office 

is a place full of willing people - a few willing to work and the majority willing to let them.  

 

But don't despair. Just look around, there is so much to do, as John Burrough said, “I still find 

each day too short for all the thoughts I want to think, all the walks I want to take, all the Books I 

want to read and all the friends I want to see.” You don't have to pessimistically bemoan your 

fate- even if you think you have nothing to do, you can still practice to it well. Those who cope 

with retirement best are those who look upon it as a time of fun and believe that a good time to 

retire is before it is too late to have a good time. I think that life begins at  60. Why must you 

psyche yourself into thinking that you are getting old and senile? As George Burns said, “You 

can't help getting older, but you don’t have to get old.”  

 

In this background, the missive issued by Sri. G V Manimaran, General Secretary, Canara 

Bank Officers' Association, appealing to all the Senior colleagues to participate in the drive 

launched by the CANPAL movement where a platform is created for all the Officers including 

the working as well as the retired to work towards a goal, “INCREASING THE BUSINESS 

AND IMPROVING THE PROFITS.”  The movement envisages participation of all of us, in 

the movement to refurbish the image of our beloved Bank by bringing quality business both 

under deposits and advances, by assisting the branches to recover the sticky, overdue loans i.e. 

NPA's. This is possible for all of us as we enjoyed the confidence of a vast number of clients 

whose loyalty to our beloved Bank was fierce, stubborn, unwavering. During our working days 

we worked with all commitment to the goals and objectives stipulated by the Corporate Office. It 

was a shared vision and we exhibited our sense of belongingness to our beloved Bank by 

standing up to the call of the Corporate Office in fulfilling its vision. In the process our Bank 

emerged as one of the Banks with strong fundamentals and emerged as Banker to every India. 

The contributions made by all of you in this direction are immeasurable. Believe me, you are not 

old and still you can contribute substantially by bringing business as charted out by Sri. 

Manimaranji, our General Secretary, in the Message given to all of us in his letter dated 

08.07.2015. 

 

Friends, let us join hands with our working colleagues in their endeavours in taking our beloved 

Bank to further heights of glory and making it the only Bank to have earned profits during its 

existence for more than a century. It is possible, if all of us join hands with our working 

colleagues in their endeavours. Please remember that,  “YOU DO NOT STOP PLAYING 

BECAUSE YOU ARE GETTING OLD, BUT YOU GET OLD BECAUSE YOU STOP 

PLAYING.” 

 

This will help us not to get old age get the better of us. Live every day to the fullest. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

K B Ballur 

General Secretary 
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AIBOC News:  

 

Agitation in Dhanalakshmi Bank:- 
Dhanalakshmi Bank Officers Organisation (DBOO) is on the war path following an acute Industrial 

Relations crisis that has been persisting in Dhanlaxmi Bank since one year. Attempts made by the DBOO 

to settle it through negotiations failed, owing to the adamant stance taken by the Management. Even 

after the intervention of the National and Kerala State Unit of AIBOC, bilateral talks have not been 

fruitful. The management of the Bank, violated the settled terms and refused to sign the ‘minutes’ even 

after the discussions were concluded .   

 

The agitation having gained massive support from all over the state made Dhanalakshmi Bank 

Management rethink about their reprehensible acts and to terms for an amicable solution.  We are 

happy that sufferings of our comrades for such a long period were put to rest with the intervention of 

the Hon’ble Home Minister of Kerala State.  Ultimately the indefinite strike of 33 days and indefinite 

hunger strike of 14 days of dedicated and devoted comrades of DBOO came to an end as an amicable 

solution was found and agreed upon, breaking the impasse.  The two sides agreed to mutually accepted 

terms and the strike has been called off.  (Gist of AIBOC Circular 49/15 Dt. 15.07.15) 

 

APPOINTMENTS OF MDs, CEOs & NON EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN BATTLE AGAINST UNETHICAL 

APPROACH OF THE GOVERNMENT CONTINUES: 

We wish to advise that in the case of appointment of MDs for Public Sector Banks, filed by Sh. K.D. 

Kheda in Supreme Court, the Attorney General of India appeared on behalf of Union of India on 13th 

July, 2015 and sought two weeks’ time for filing counter affidavit in the case. Our Senior Advocate Sh. 

Prashant Bhushan contested the request of Attorney General and requested the Hon’ble Court for grant 

of stay. However, the Hon’ble Court while granting the time to Attorney General remarked that any step 

taken by the Government in this regard shall be subject to the decision of this court. It is also pertinent 

to inform here that this case has been transferred from Court No. 3 of Justice Dave to the Court of Chief 

Justice of India, who heard the case yesterday (the reason of transfer of this case from one court to 

another is not known). The case is likely to be listed again on 3rd of August, 2015. As per the decision in 

the last ECM of the Confederation held at Hyderabad, another case has been filed by our Confederation 

on 10th July, 2015 challenging the appointment of Non- Executive Chairman. The case has been allotted 

No. 445/15 and is tentatively listed for hearing on 20.07.2015. (AIBOC Cir 50/15 Dt. 15.07.15) 

 

TWO DAYS STRIKE CALL ON 6TH AND 7TH AUGUST ‘15 IN ALL REGIONAL RURAL BANKS ON THE ISSUE 

OF PENSION AND SALARY REVISION: 

Our Affiliate All India Regional Rural Banks Officers’ Federation (AIRRBOF) has informed us that the joint 

forum of UFRRBU has given a two days strike call on 6th and 7th August, 2015, in pursuance to the 

eleven point Charter of Demands, submitted by them covering all important issues including Pension 

and Salary Revision. Our members are aware that one day strike on 30th June, 2015, observed by 

AIRRBOF / UFRRBU after the failure of conciliation meeting called by Dy. Labour Commissioner (Central) 

in Mumbai on 29.06.2015, was a resounding success. Since no positive result emerged after that also, 

the UFRRBU had no option but to give the strike notice. Our Affiliate AIRRBOF has also served the strike 

notice for 6th and 7th August, 2015, on 11.07.2015 to the Department of Financial Services, Ministry of 

Finance. Copy of the strike notice and short recital of the case is enclosed for your information and 

records. We request all our Affiliates to extend all possible support, including participation in 

demonstration, rallies, Dharnas etc., to the agitating comrades working in Regional Rural Banks.   (AIBOC 

Cir 50/2015 Dt. 15.07.2015) 
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AIBPARC News:  

 

Letter of the organisation  Dt. 10.07.2015 to Chairman, IBA drawing attention to Supreme 

Court Judgement on 1.07.2015 in the Civil Appeal No.1123 of 2015: 
 

The Chairman, 

Indian Banks Association, 

 Mumbai 

 

Dear Sir, We draw your kind attention to the Supreme Court Judgement delivered on 01.07.2015 in Civil 

Appeal No. 1123 of 2015 (Arising out of SLP (c) No. 321 of 2015). The judgement has recognized that 

revision of pension and revision of pay scales are inseparable. It has also reiterated that on revision, the 

basic pension cannot be less than 50% of the basic pension in the minimum of the pay band in revised 

scale corresponding to the pre-revised scale. When pension is upheld to be a right and not a bounty, as 

a corollary to above, upgradation of pension is also a right and not a bounty. Because of the pre-

enumerated on the above judgement and also those in the case laws like D.S. Nakara and others, the 

demand of upgradation of pension of retired employees in the banking industry should immediately be 

reconsidered by the IBA and Govt. of India.  

 

We hope to hear from you at the earliest.  

 

Thanking you, 

 

Yours sincerely,  

(S. R. SEN GUPTA)  

GENERAL SECRETARY 

 

CBROA News: 
 

Members Meetings held at various places:- 

Agra : on 06.07.2015 at 5.00 pm:  

Sri. K R Gupta, Assistant General Secretary, CBROA had organised a Meeting of our Members 

which was attended by more than 60 members. Sri. R B Dubey, Chief Manager, Canara Bank, 

Vibhav Nagar Agra, Sri. J S Tomar, Regional Chairman, CBOA and Sri. Adarsh Agarwal, CC 

Member, CBOA addressed the gathering. We honoured Sri. T M Shenoy at his residence at 

Vrindavan through our member Sri. Vipin Shah on 07.07.2015. 

 

Aligarh on 07.07.2015 at 5.00 pm:  

Sri. Vidhu Mohan, Regional Secretary, CBROA had organised a Meeting of our Members at 

Aligarh which was attended by more than 37 members. Sri. Sudheer Babu Gupta, CC Member, 

CBOA addressed the gathering. Sri. R C Gupta, Senior Member of CBROA proposed vote of 

thanks. 

 

Delhi  on 08.07.2015 at 5.00 pm:  

Sri. Umesh Kumar Kumaria, Deputy General Secretary, CBROA, Sri. J P Sharma, Assistant 

General Secretary, CBROA, Faridabad Sri. Ashok Taneja, CC Member, CBROA, Sri. Lalit 
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Mohan Jha, Regional Secretary, CBROA organised a Meeting of our Members which was 

attended by more than 100 members. The Meeting was graced by Sri. R S Rehal, Vice President 

and CNT Member of CBO , Sri. Sharma, Regional Secretary, CBOA.  Sri. R S Rehal addressed 

our Members and wished the organisation all success in the days to come. Our senior Members 

Sri. Ved Prakash Sardana, G L Shakadhar who have attained the age of 75+ years of age were 

honoured on the occasion. 

 

Karnal on 09.07.2015 at 5.00 pm.  

Sri. Vijaya Kumar Gandhi, Regional Secretary, CBROA had organised a Meeting of our 

Members. Sri. B K Mehta, Regional Secretary, CBOA, Sandeep Batra, CC Member, CBOA, Sri. 

Sethi, District Secretary, CBOA attended the Meeting. Sri. Praveen Kumar Singh addressed the 

gathering and assured the retired colleagues all possible help in carrying out their banking 

transactions. Sri. B K Mehta, addressing the gathering told that Bank's today's position is on 

account of the sweat and blood of the seniors. 

 

Jalandhar on 10.07.2015 at 5.00 pm. 

Sri. Ranjan Sharma, Regional Secretary, CBROA, Sri. Sudhir Sharma, our patron organised a 

Meeting of our Members which was attended by more than 40 members of our Association. Sri. 

S P Singh, Deputy General Secretary, CBOA, Sri. Satinder Pal Singh Vij, Regional Secretary, 

CBOA graced the occasion and addressed the gathering. 

 

Chandigarh on 13.07.2015 at 5.00 pm.  

Sri. S K Sharma, Regional Secretary, CBROA, Sri. B M Prashar, our activist from Chandigarh 

had organised a Meeting of members which was attended by more than 60 members. Sri. Atul 

Kapoor, Vice President, CBOA graced the occasion, Sri. Kamal Kanth Sharma, Regional 

Secretary, CBOA, Sri. Chimanlal, CC Member, CBOA and other Office bearers of CBOA were 

also present in the meeting. Sri. Atul Kapoor addressed the members and expressed his happiness 

for meeting all the elders under the banner of CBROA. Sri. Kamal Kanth Sharma also addressed 

the gathering. Sri. Kanhayalal Kak our senior Member was felicitated on his attaining the age of 

75+ years of age. 

 

All the above meetings were also addressed by our General Secretary Sri. K B Ballur, President 

Sri. A G Kulkarni, Treasurer G A Hande ,Dy Treasurerr Sri. B Y Kembhavi, CC Member Sri. R 

Vasudeva Rao. 

 

Felicitation at Burhanpur (MP) Railway Station: 

On the way to Agra on 5.7.2015, CBROA office bearers felicitated Mr M Huseni (83 years now) 

senior member of CBROA at the Railway station of Burhanpur, where train stops for one 

minute.  He was moved by good gesture of CBROA and wished CBROA grand success in all its 

endeavours.  

 

 

CBROA Membership Position as on 31.07.2015: 

Number of New Members enrolled during July, 2015 97 

The serial number of the last member enrolled during July, 2015 6083 
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Photo Gallery: 

 

Photos of Agra Meeting:- 

 

 

Aligarh meeting Photos 
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Delhi Meeting: 
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Meeting at Karnal: 

  

  
 

Meeting at Jalandhar: 
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Photos of Chandigarh Meetinng. 
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CANARA BANK NEWS: 

 

LIC doubles stake in Canara Bank to 14.49%:  

LIC has doubled its stake in Canara Bank to 14.49% as of June, from 7.29% in March. The bank 

had raised ` 1520 crore by issuing 4 crore equity shares at ` 380.08 apiece to LIC on a 

preferential basis in May. LIC is the largest shareholder after the government in PSU lenders. 

(FE dt 04.07.2015 p.1) 
 

Scheme for providing Housing Loan to Retired Employees of Bank: 

The following retired employees of the bank are eligible for the Housing loan under the scheme: 

1. All retired employees who have not availed EHL or Housing Loan from our Bank / or any 

other bank during their active service and do not own a house but retired on superannuation. 

Employees, who ceased to be in the services of the Bank due to Voluntary Retirement, CRS, 

termination, resignation etc., are not eligible. 

2. At the time of availing the loan under the scheme, the retired employees shall be aged above 

60 years and upto 65 years. 

3. The loan shall be availed in the name of the retired employee and spouse and/or one or more 

major children. 

4. The property shall be in the name of the retired employee and/or in the name of the spouse or 

jointly with one or more major children. 

 

Housing Loan shall be considered for the following: 

(i) Purchase of a ready built house/ flat. 

(ii) Construction of house/ flat. 

(iii) Purchase of site and construction of a house thereon 

 

The quantum of loan for retired employees under various cadres shall be as under: 

Officers (Scale-I and above) - Rs.30 lacs, Clerical staff - Rs.18 lacs, Sub-staff - Rs.12 lacs 

 

Rate of Interest: 8.5% (simple) p.a. 

Security: EMT of House property being financed.  

Margin: As applicable under General Housing Loans to customers 

Processing Charges Nil 

 

Repayment Period: 

Maximum 15 years including repayment holiday of 1 to 18 months depending upon the purpose 

of loan or till the borrower attains age of 75 years, whichever is earlier. Recovery to be effected 

through Standing Instructions / PDCs / ECS mandates. 

 (For details, please refer Canara Bank (Index: ADV) Cir 358/15 Dt.16.07.2015)  

 

Canara Bank opens 777
th

 ATM: 

Canara Bank on Wednesday opened its 777
th

 ATM at the High Court of Karnataka.  The Bank 

has more than 9100 ATMs across the country.  The ATM was inaugurated by Justice Subhro 

Kamal Mukherjee, Acting Chief justice, High Court of Karnataka, a release said.  (Deccan 

Herald, July 23, 2015, p14) 
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Other Banking News: 
SC on appointments of PSB chiefs: The Supreme Court observed that all appointments to the 

posts of MD & CEOs in five public sector banks would be subjected to its decision in the public 

interest petition challenging the government policy to appoint persons from private banks. A 

retired banker has challenged the government advertisement calling for filling the posts from 

private banking professionals. (BS dt.14.07.2015 p.6) 

 

Banks told make ATMs ‘future-proof’: With mobile banking gaining traction and consumers 

showing increasing propensity to shop online, the National Payments Corporation of India 

(NPCI) wants banks to ensure that their ATMs become ‘future-proof’. What this means is that 

banks had better be ready with new types of usage for ATM machines as cash withdrawals could 

decline over the next few years. NPCI, the umbrella institution for all retail payments, now wants 

its member banks to expand the scope of ATM services to include funds transfer, bill 

registration, statement request, and mobile number registration on an interoperable basis.  

(BL dt.15.07.2015 p.6) 

 

RBI to Maharashtra: Don't take action against bank execs: The RBI has asked the 

Maharashtra government not to initiate any criminal action against bank branch managers for 

their alleged failure to provide financial assistance to farmers. It added that as the banking 

regulator, RBI is competent enough to give directions to banks. Last month some district 

collectors initiated criminal proceedings under Indian Penal Code against two dozen branch 

managers of public sector and cooperative banks that allegedly missed the targets. In a strong 

missive to the state government, RBI Deputy Governor Mr S S Mundra said: “We are concerned 

about it. The news (about actions) appeared 15-20 days ago. That time, RBI had flagged issue 

with the Finance Ministry, understood to have written to the state chief secretary.” (BS 

dt.15.07.2015 p.6) 

 

SBI seeks nod to share 3% of profits with its Staff: SBI is seeking the government's 

permission to dole out up to 3% of its annual profits to staff in incentives in an attempt to draw 

top talent that normally make a beeline for private sector behemoths such as ICICI Bank and 

HDFC Bank. The bank also plans to give stock options to employees above the rank of 

AGM/DGM, hoping that it will help retain talent and improve performance, two people familiar 

with the matter said. If the proposals are approved by the Centre, it could lead to more than 2 

lakh SBI employees sharing about ` 390 crore of its profits and set the stage for other state run 

lenders to follow suit. (ET dt.17.07.2015 p.1) 
 
Govt, trade unions to talk with industry on differences: (D Herald, July 22, 2015 p8) 

The Government and trade unions ultimately agreed they would resolve their differences over 

changes in labour laws in tripartite meetings also involving the industry.  The Indian Labour 

Conference recommended that exercise of the labour law amendments should be discussed in a 

tripartite forum. However the Conference could not reach any consensus on changes in the 

Bonus Act.  The recommendation was made at the end of two day conference, in line with the 

assertions of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who had said the high traditions of the tripartite 

mechanism should be upheld.  The committee on Labour Laws said it “recommends that the 

overall exercise of the labour law amendments be discussed in the tripartite forum, and specific 

proposals also be discussed in tripartite meetings”.  
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However, the labor meet recognised the need of amendments in labour laws.  It recommended 

that changes take three things in account: rights and welfare of workers, sustainability of 

enterprises and job creation, and industrial peace.  However, no agreement could be reached on 

proposed changes on the Bonus Act between the trade unions, the government and the industry.   

 

 

Jan Dhan a/c corpus swells to ` 20,000 crore: Jan-Dhan Yojana, has seen total balance in 16.73 

crore accounts swell to nearly ` 20,000 crore, clocking about 100 per cent growth in less than six 

months. Though a citizen can open a bank account with zero balance under PMJDY and indeed 

about 8.54 crore accounts fall into that category, almost an equal number of accounts have seen 

their balance rise. Direct benefit transfers is also helping shore up balance and this could give a 

boost to rural consumption and the overall economy. At the end of January, some 12.5 crore 

accounts had cumulative balance of ` 10,500 crore. Interestingly, 8.44 crore accounts, or seven in 

ten accounts, at that time had zero balance. (FC dt.13.07.2015 p.1) 

 

Cheque-bounce Bill to be withdrawn: Rajya Sabha adopted a motion to withdraw a bill on 

which an ordinance was issued last month to enable lakhs of persons file cheque-bounce cases in 

the place where the cheque was presented for payment and not the place of issue. Finance 

Minister Mr Arun Jaitley moved the motion for withdrawal of the Negotiable Instruments 

(Amendment) Bill, 2015 for further amending it. The motion was adopted by a voice vote. (FE 

dt.22.07.2015 p.10) 

 

44 firms owe over ` 5K crore each to five PSBs: The government said as many as 44 corporate 

borrowers had taken loans in excess of ` 5,000 crore each from public sector banks as of March 

2015. While the total outstanding corporate loan of the state-owned banks stood at ` 23.52 lakh 

crore, these 44 borrowers (owing ` 5,000 crore and above) accounted for over ` 4.87 lakh crore, 

Minister of State for Finance Mr Jayant Sinha said. SBI, BoB, BoI, Canara Bank and Union 

Bank of India are the five public sector banks. (BL dt.22.07.2015 p.4) 
 

VBHC's PS Jayakumar may head Bank of Baroda while Laxmi Vilas Bank's Rakesh 

Sharma could join Canara Bank: By Dheeraj Tiwari, ET Bureau | 30 Jul, 2015, 07.58AM IST 

NEW DELHI: The government is set to appoint executives from the private sector to head two of 

India's public sector banks (PSB), including one of the biggest — Bank of Baroda — initiating a 

major reform of the state-run part of the banking sector. In all, the finance ministry has sought 

the approval for the appointment of heads of five PSBs. 

 

PS Jayakumar of Value & Budget Housing Corporation is likely to head the country's second-

biggest state-run bank — Bank of Baroda (BoB) — while Rakesh Sharma of Laxmi Vilas Bank 

could head Canara Bank. Usha Ananthasubramanian, who currently heads Bhartiya Mahila 

Bank, will move to Punjab National Bank as its next MD & CEO. Kishore Piraji Kharat, an 

executive director with Union Bank of India, will head IDBI Bank. MO Rego, deputy managing 

director at IDBI Bank, will helm Bank of India.  

 

"Approvals have been sought for the candidature of Rakesh Sharma, PS Jayakumar, Usha 

Ananthasubramanian, Kishore Piraji Kharat and MO Rego," said a senior official with the 

Department of Personnel & Training (DOPT). 
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"In case of private sector candidates, clearances are being sought from all agencies concerned. 

For bankers from PSBs, the usual process of clearance from central vigilance commission (CVC)  

Will apply,” the official added. 

 

Bank Pensioners D R  from 1
st
 August, 2015 to 31

st
 January, 2016 – 31 slabs more 

Retired prior to 01.11.1992 - 1324 slabs over 600 points. 

 Basic: upto  1250 1251 - 2000 2001 – 2130 Above 2130 

887.08% 728.20% 436.92% 225.08% 

Retired after 01.11.1992 upto 31.03.1998 -  1187 slabs over 1148 points. 

Basic: upto 2400 2401 - 3850 3851 – 4100 Above 4100 

415.45% 344.23% 201.79% 106.83% 

Retired after 01.04.1998 upto 31.10.2002 – 1022 slabs over 1684 points.  

Basic: upto 3550 3551 - 5650 5651 – 6010 Above 6010 

252.72% 210.60% 126.36% 63.18% 

Retired on or after 1.11.2002 but before 1.11.2007 - 902 slabs over 2288 points:162.36  % on entire 

Basic 

Retired on or after 01.11.2007 but before 1.11.2012 - 765 slabs over 2836 points:114.75% on  

entire Basic 

Retired on or after 1.11.2012 – 364 slabs over 4440 points: 36.40% 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


